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Depth profiling of 3 He and 2H in solids using the 3 He (d, p) 4 He resonance*
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An in situ nondestructive probe for measuring the concentration and distribution of helium and
hydrogen isotopes in near-surface layers of solids is described. The technique mRes use of the
'He(d, p)'He romonant nuclear auction. A probing beam of deuterotis is used to analyze for 'He (a
'He beam may be used to ~yze for deuterium). Stopping-power effect control deceleration of the
probing beam and bring the ence into the resonance window. Integration of the proton yield at a
given beam energy determines the quantity of 3He or deuterium at the depth associated with the probe
upon entering resonance. Spatial resolution of the method is defined by the 350-keV full width at
half-maximum for the resoimice cross section. Eoeiplcs of ion-implanted He distributions in niobium
are presented along with a discussion of mathcmaticalwheonvolution and oblique-incidence
resolutionmihancement techniques. Normal-incidence resolution is ~3 p,m and can be improved using
mathematical deconvolution. Oblique incidence (75' from the normal to the surface) in conjunction with

deconvolution, yields adjacent-peak-position resolution to nomin~j values of 3000 A by artificially
broadening the distribution of 'He without chancy the resolution function. Sm~&&-angle multiple

scattering and energy strm&»~1 of the prqbing beam under these conditions introduces a limit on
peak-width resolution of about 6000 A. Diffe-dial cross sections for the reaction range between 50

d80 b/ (epeadiag d li gl). hih Rl ' ''
b II~ I li f

about 10 ppau. The method has technical value for ~gyrin potential problems associated
with the imp4n~tion of helium in materials that may be used for the p6~~ contisi~~ent wall of
controlled-fusion reactors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The characterization of solids implanted with
helium or hydrogen is of concern to a variety of
fields. The performance of breeder reactors and
controlled-thermonuclear -fusion reactors will be
affected by the presence of these elements, which
will be injected into the metallic components of the
reaction chambers. Solar-wind effects on solids
such as moon rocks and space vehicles are asso-
ciated with the injection of these gases. Recently,
work on deuterium-injected palladium has resulted
in significant changes in its superconducting char-
acteristics. Energetic helium and hydrogen beams
are used to produce damage patterns in laser light
pipes that modify the refractive index and allow
selective handling of laser beams. Radiation-en-
hanced diffusion in semiconductors is often achieved
by bombarding with helium or hydrogen beams. In-
formation on the location and concentration of these
injected gases is, therefore, of interest.

Measurements of the distribution of ion-implanted
helium and hydrogen in solids has progressed less
rapidly than similar measurements on the distri-
butions of heavy ions. One reason has been the lack
of simple techniques for direct observation of such
distributions. Light ions do not readily lend them-
selves to radioactive -tracer profiling, since suitable

active isotopes are not available. Other direct
techniques such as elastic scattering restrict sam-
ple geometries to thin films and thereby introduce
the complexities associated with such films. '

These circumstances have led us to investigate
the usefulness of the He(d, p) He resonant nuclear
reaction as a profiling technique. The concept of
using resonant reactions for depth profiling has
been applied with good success by other workers
however, the problems associated with a broad
yield curve, as is found in the deuterium- He re-
action, have never been adequately assessed. This
particular reaction is attractive since many ac-
celerators have radio-frequency ion sources that
can readily produce deuterium or helium beams
in the energy range of 0. 25 to 2 MeV. The reac-
tion He(d, j) He can be applied to the profiling of
either helium or deuterium; however, the resonance
width (- 350 keV) and high-energy tail present
problems in terms of ultimate special resolution.
The primary purpose of the present study was to
examine the potential of this method and to deter-
mine whether resolution enhancement could be
achieved through geometrical and mathematical
methods. Experimental results will be presented
for helium profiles in niobium, and appropriate
comments will be added on the application to deu-
terium distributions.
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The differential cross sections for analyzing
with a deuteron or 3He beam are presented in Fig.
2. It can be seen that the yield is 25% lower in
the back angles; however, with bulk specimens
these are the only angles that can be used. Dif-
ferential cross sections of 60 mb/sr will result
in minimum observable concentrations of 10-100-
ppm He depending on beam-exposure requirements.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

0 200 600 I 000 l 400 I 800
ENERGY AT SURFACE OF SAMPLE {I(eV)

I I 0
2200 A. Apparatus

FIG. 1. Proton yield data for 3He(d, p)4He reaction
plotted in laboratory coordinates. The curve is published
cross section for gas target. The two implants are suf-
ficiently narrow to reproduce the gas-target results.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE He(d, p) He REACTION

The published proton yield curve' for the reac-
tion is presented in Fig. 1. The peak appears at
an energy of 430 keV with a full width at half -rnax-
imum of 350 keV. The resonance tail extends out
to the range of 2 MeV. .

The Q value for the reaction is 18. 341 MeV. At
a 150' scattering angle the proton energy is
13.64 MeV, which is well above the particle ener-
gies of competing reactions. The concentration
of 3He at any particular depth will be determined
by the sum of proton counts observed at a fixed
angle. Table I lists the energy associated with
reaction products of interest from deuterons im-
pinging on He, C, and ' 0 as a function of ob-
servation angle. Reaction-product energies for
the inverse case where He is the incident beam
are also given. Information on carbon and oxygen
are presented as a calibration aid, since these
elements are often present on the surface of a

Polycrystalline niobium specimens were im-
planted with He using various facilities. For low-
energy implants (150 keV), the heavy-ion acceler-
ator at the Materials Science Division of Argonne
National Laboratory wa, s used. The 3-MeV Stan-
ford Van de Graaff and the Lockheed Van de Graaff
were used for implants in the 0.5- to 3-MeV range.
A broad region was implanted using an electro-
statically swept beam. Doses were in the range
of 10 to 10 ions/cm .

Analysis of the implanted samples was performed
on the Lockheed 3-MeV Van de Graaff. A sche-
matic diagram of the experimental setup is given
in Fig. 3. Beam energies between 200 keV and
3 MeV were employed. The sample, while mounted
in the target holder, could be rotated so that the
beam was incident at 10 «8 ~ 90' to the surface.

Current integration was done by electrostatic-
charge collection. The suppression of secondary
electrons was found to be a crucial factor in ob-
taining correct results on reaction yields as a
function of energy. The secondary-electron yield
varies as a function of beam energy and, if the
effect of these secondary electrons is not totally
suppressed, gross errors in the resultant He pro-
files will occur. A simple negatively biased
(-300 V) suppressor plate in front of an unbiased
target was found inadequate for the higher (& 1 MeV)

TABLE I. Proton reaction-product energies (MeU).

E~ =430 keV

ep
(deg) He(d, p) He 2C(d, p)' C

E3„=645 keV

0 6(d, p)O' D( He, p) He C( He, p) N 60( He, p) F

0
30
60
90

120
150
180

16.34
16.13
15.57
14.83
14.13
13.64
13.46

3.61
3.51
3.24
2.90
2. 60
2.40
2.33

2.32
2.30
2. 25
2. 17
2. 09
2. 04
2. 02

17.10
16.77
15.90
14.79
13.75
13.04
12.79

5.36
5.30
5. 14
4. 93
4. 73
4.58
4. 53

2. 67
2. 64
2. 55
2. 43
2.32
2. 24
2.21

0=18.35 3.42 1.92 18.35 4. 78 2. 033
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FIG. 2. Differential laboratory cross sections (do/dQ
at resonance) for the reaction. s He(d, p) He and D{ He, p)
4He as a function of proton detector angle. This informa-
tion is required for extracting absolute concentrations of
implanted 3He or deuterium.

energy probes. This simple arrangement did seem
to function satisfactorily for lower energies; how-

ever, its general use introduces unnecessary risk
of error. The biasing technique that was used is
shown in Fig. 3. The final analyzing-beam colli-
mator, with a diameter (- 1 mm) much smaller
than the implanted region, was maintained at +300
V. Thus, the collimator, in addition to defining
the beam, will separate and collect electrons
drifting with the deuteron beam as well as recap-
turing electrons ejected from. the edges of its aper-
ture. A suppression electron shield in the form
of a cylinder, with a cap on top, enclosed the sam-
ple. An entrance port for the probing beam and
an exit port for the reaction protons were the only
openings around the cylinder. This suppression
shield was maintained at —300 V to return secon-
dary electrons to the specimen. The specimen
was biased +300 V to enhance its collection effi-
ciency for secondary electrons. The current
carried by the protons (i. e. , positive charge leav-
ing the target) is negligible in comparison to the
beam current that strikes the target. Thus, errors
in current integration due to loss of protons, back-
scattered deuterons, and secondary electrons
ejected from the suppression cylinder can be ne-
glected.

The 13-MeV reaction-product protons were ob-
served, at 145' to the incoming beam, with a
silicon detector that had a depletion depth of 3000
p, m and a 2- p, A leakage current. The detector
was collimated with a 6-mm-diam aperture and
positioned a distance of 34 mm from the target to
give a detector solid angle of 0. 0244 sr. The de-
tector face was covered with a 0.0012-in. alumi-
num foil to prevent flooding by backscattered deu-
ter ons.

B. Extracting distributions

Deceleration of the deuteron probing beam oc-
curs primarily from electronic stopping. Con-
secutive small-angle scattering from nuclear and
electronic collisions will broaden the beam into a
cone of angle P and also introduce energy strag-
gling. These two effects (beam broadening and
straggling) impose certain limitations on the ulti-
mate accuracy of the observed distributions. They
are discussed in more detail below.

For helium located at or near the surface, the
energy of deuteron incidence, for which the proton
reaction yield will be a maximum, is at the peak
of the cross-section curve (430 keV) in Fig. 1.
Contained in the figure are data points taken for
150-keV implants of 10 ~He/cm in niobium and
tantalum. These injection conditions result in dis-
tributions that are sufficiently narrow and near
the surface to reproduce the gas-target results.
For helium implanted deeper in the material, the

incident-deuteron probing energy must be raised
to a higher value such that the energy of resonance
is reached simultaneously with the passage of the
deuterons through the region where the helium is
deposited. The host material between the surface
and the depth of the helium acts to decelerate the
deuterons to the resonance energy. Thus, a plot

~ VIEWING WINDOW

TARGET
CHAMBER

SEAM DEFINING
SLITS

ELECTROSTATIC
QUADRUI OLES

BEAM

FIG. 3. Schematic diagram of experimental system.
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of integrated proton yield versus incident deuteron
energy (i.e. , energy at the surface) results in the
raw data for the depth distribution of helium. This
information must undergo several corrections be-
fore it can be read as the true distribution in depth.

The following steps are used to obtain the ex-
perimental distribution that is reasonably close to
the true distribution: (i) Convert the deuteron
probing energy to range along the path prior to en-
tering resonance. (ii) Correct the range along the
path to the projected range. (iii) Take advantage
of oblique-incidence resolution enhancement, if
necessary. (iv) Deconvolute the resolution function
from the observed distribution.

C. Distance to resonance and projected range
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The stopping power (dE/dx) determines the dis-
tance a high-energy-deuteron beam will penetrate
before reaching resonance. The total distance
traveled is

FIG. 5. Projected distance to resonance for implanted
3He as a function of deuteron beam energy {laboratory) at
the surface {as well as the inverse case).
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FIG. 4. Projected ranges of 3He and deuterium in
niobium. Total range taken from Ref. 6 and projected
corrections from Ref. 7.
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Stopping-power information is available from sev-
eral sets of published tables. %e have used the
detailed compilation of%illiamson, Boujot, and
Picard (WBP} for the range along the path of 'He
and deuterium in niobium. 6 The distance to reso-
nance is given as R =R~ —R~0.43&, where R is the
total path traveled before reaching resonance, R~
is the total range for a particle with energy E, and

R&0 43& is the total range for a particle with energy
0. 43 MeV.

The case of projected ranges for light particles

in the low-MeV category has been treated by Schiott.
His approach is an extension of the Lindhard,
Scharff, and Schiott' (LSS}theory for heavy parti-
cles. Projected ranges for He and deuterium in
niobium are presented in Fig. 4. These curves
were obtained by using total range from VIP and
by applying Schiott's corrections for projected
range. Figure 5 gives the projected distance to
resonance for implanted 3He as a function of deu-
teron-beam energy at the surface as well as pro-
jected distance to resonance for implanted deuter-
ium as a function of SHe energy at the surface.

D. Oblique incidence

As mentioned earlier, resolution-enhancement
techniques are required for dealing with the rather
broad resonance function that will be folded into
the real distribution. To achieve maximum reso-
lution, a combination of oblique incidence and
mathematical deconvolution are required.

The value of oblique incidence is illustrated in
Fig. 6. For vertical incidence, the resolution is
equivalent to the half-width of the yield function
divided by the stopping power and is on the order
of 3.5 p, m for materials in the mass range of 100
amu. However, by directing the beam atanoblique
angle with respect to the surface, an improvement
in resolution occurs because of an artificial broad-
ening in the 3He distribution without an equivalent
change in the resolution function. Thus, the depth
is d =L sine, where 8 is the angle between the sur-
face and the probing beam, and the path length of
the probing beam in the material is given by L.
The vertical depth resolution under oblique inci-
dence conditions is, therefore,

5d = 5L sine + L cose~e.
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The first term describes the effect of artificially
broadening the distribution. The second term de-
scribes the resolution loss due to beam divergence.
The half-width of the yield curve defines 5I., where-
as the cone subtended through beam divergence
defines 58. In the limit of 8 =90' the second term
in Eq, . (1) is zero and 5d =5L.

Proper collimation can keep the beam divergence
to negligible values prior to its striking the sur-
face ( & 0.1'); however, upon entering the crystal,
small-angle multiple scattering will cause an an-
gular spread in the beam that is estimated to reach
-10' in micron depths. Thus, application of the
oblique-incidence technique requires a balance
between the resolution improvemeht afforded by
the first term in Eg. (1) and the degradation con-
tributed by multiple scattering introduced in the
second term. The optimum angle of incidence
appears to be on the order of 15'-20' with respect
to the surface (i.e. , 70'-'I5' to the normal) when
probing to less than 10 p.m of vertical depth.

A procedural method of dealing with oblique in-
cidence is to obtain the experimental oblique dis-
tribution, project it to vertical depth and decon-
volute with a resolution function that, under these
conditions, must be correspondingly narrowed by
the same sine correction. The effective narrowing of
the resolution function for 15' incidence is shown in
Fig. 7. As willbe discussed in Sec. IV, this approach
has two advantages. First, it yields a more realistic
distribution in terms of the raw data and, second,
it allows for a standardized vertical-depth decon-
volution procedure. The alternate method is to
use the normal resolution function of Fig. 1 to de-
convolute the unprojected oblique data. We found
the former technique to be easier; however, both
methods give the same result.
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FIG. 7. Effective narrowing of resonance function
using 15 oblique incidence.

K. Deconvolution

Mathematical deconvolution of the resonance
function from the observed distribution, when used
in conjunction with oblique incidence, yields max-
imum resolution enhancement. Several methods
for deconvolution are possible; the choice is dic-
tated by the requirements of the problem and the
shape of the distribution.

A rather complete description of the Fourier-
transform deconvolution process using fast-Fou-
rier-transform computer techniques has recently
been given for the analysis of depth distributions.
Other methods are also possible.

We have used the Fourier-transform method
for some of our deconvolution analyses, but find
it less amenable than a forward process of convo-
lution with trial distribution functions. In general,
one needs only three or four trial distributions to
arrive at the correct shape, and the computer
time involved is usually trivial. Likewise, for-
ward convolution with trial functions can be per-
formed rather easily with a desk calculator and
graphic analysis.

Folding of the resolution function with the real
distribution is given by the standard convolution
integral:

dR(x ) *a do(x-x')

L ~ PA& LENNH OF PNSINS BEN

4 See INS DEW

L ~ 4, 4L ~ 44

RESOLUTION OF DEre PROFILE (S4)

eauatS DISTANCE (4L) ASSOCIATED NITH

HALF WIIITH OF %50UJTION FNICTIONI

FOR MATERIAL IN NSS RA%E OF Nl
At%J DEPTH RESOLUTION IS 3,5 IiN

4 L SIN (e)

44 dL SIN (II) + L COS (e) &8

48 &g'

L-2w
(0.76)10 + (0,34)3Q

DEPTH RESOLUTION IS lel& IsITNUT

lKCONOLUTION.

FIG. 6. Geometry used for oblique-incidence probe.

where dR(x') jdA is the observed counts per detec-
tor solid angle at a fixed energy, Ro is the total
number of incident particles in the probing beam,
N(x) is the true distribution of ~He, and do(x-x') j
dQ is the differential cross section for the reac-
tion as a function of depth x when the peak of the
reaction cross section is positioned at x'. (Chang-
ing the energy of the beam moves x'. ) The limits of
integration x& to x~ define the practical extremities
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of the true distribution N(x). It is the true distri-
bution that is approximated through various trial
functions in our analysis. 120—
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IV. OBSERUATIONS AND RESULTS

Samples were prepared using multiple-energy
implants so that the yield from distributions con-
taining a variety of shapes could be e~mnined. One

specimen was implanted at four energies using
dissimilar doses. The sequence was arranged in
such a way as to have a large central peak with
smaller satellite peaks on either side. The cen-
tral peak was produced with a He doses of 10
cm ~ at 2 MeV. Two lower-energy peaks were es-
tablished with 2~ 10 ' cm 3 at 1.6 MeV and 3.0&& 10 '
cm ~ at 0.75 MeV. A higher-energy peak was in-
troduced with a 1.5X10 cm~ at 2. 5 MeV. Figure
8 shows the results of normal-incidence analysis
for this distribution. In Fig. 8(a), the raw data is
plotted on an energy scale, and, in Fig. 8(b), the
same distribution is converted to a depth scale
using Fig. 5. The narrowing of the data, whenplotted
on an energy scale, as compared to the depth scale,
is a consequence of the nonlinearity of the energy to
depth conversion (Fig. 5). The dominance of the
high-dose 8-MeV implant is clearly seen with the low-
er-dose implants being almost totally submerged
in the yield from this principal peak. The shape
of this peak is nearly the same as the resonance
curve [Fig. 8(b)j. The insensitivity of the axmlysis
to these lower-dose peaks is a consequence of the
width and shape of the resonance yield curve. The
depth expected from theory for the 2-MeV implant is
3.65 p,m, which results in a shift of the resonance
energy to 0.935 MeV. The peak is observed at
0.95 MeV, which corresponds to a depth of 3.8 p, m,
in fair agreement with theory. Deconvolution of
this profile was not attempted since it so closely
resembleq the resolution function. The solid
curve in Fig. 8(b) is just the resolution function
which has been overlaid on the data set to demon-
strate this similarity. Some occasional points
deviate beyond statistical fluctuations in the regions
where the low-dose implants should appear; however
efforts to fit a convoluted curve to this data set
would not yield much information since only one
or two points are available for identifying the
satellite peaks.

A different sample was implanted sequentially
at 1 and 2 MeV with equal doses of 2&10 6 cm
and analyzed with both normal and oblique inci-
dence. The results of the analyses are shown
in Fig. 9. In this case, a double peak is detected
under normal incidence; however, the symmetry
does not correspond to the expected LSS double-
Gaussian approximation to the profile. In fact,
the low-energy implant merely appears as a shoul-
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der on the near-surface side of the distribution.
This effect is caused by the broadness of the res-
onance shape, which results in nearly twice the
counts on the high-energy peak.

The results of profiling this same double-ener-
gy implant at 15' to the surface are also presented
in Fig. 9. The solid circles are the data points
taken along the oblique path of the beam. A simple
sine correction converts the 15' data to a vertical-
depth profile; however, some words of caution
about the interpretation of Fig. 9 are required.
First, the use of vertical and oblique incidence
will produce two quite different profiles simply
because of the geometric difference in how they
are obtained. However, a more significant differ-

FIG. 8. Normal-incidence probe of multiple energy He

implant of 1.5x10 5 cm at 2.5 MeV, 10 cm at 2 MeV,
2x10 cm at 1.6 MeV, and 3x10 cm at 0.75 MeV.
[(a) is plotted on an energy scale and (b) on a depth scale. ]
The solid line in (b) is just the resonance function of Fig.
l.
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ence occurs as a result of the resolution function
of the analyzing beam being folded with two dis-
sim.'lar depth-dependent concentrations as seen by
the probing beam. The result is that the two curves
of Fig. 9 must be considered in terms of the con-
voluting process of Eq. (2) as well as the geometric
difference. It is for this reason that the total num-
ber of counts under each of the curves differs as
well as the fact thai if the oblique-incidence curve
were given in the sin8 correction it would not re-
produce the vertical-incidence curve. The real
utility of the oblique-incidence method comes from
these differences.

Figure 10 gives the experimental points after the
sine correction has been made. The double-Gauss-
ian distribution is beginning to emerge in the ex-
perimental data; however, it is still distorted by
the resolution-function folding. Since the data have
been corrected to vertical incidence, the 15' reso-
lution function of Fig. 7 can be used to unfold the
true distribution according to Eq. (2). Performing
the deconvolution we arrived at the two Gaussians
of Fig. 10 for describing the true distribution.
Vfhen folded with the 15' resolution function, they
yield the solid line in Fig. 10, which gives rather
good agreement with the experimental points. The
normalization is done such that the sum of the
areas under the Gaussians equals the tota1 area
under the solid curve. The area under each Gauss-
ian, when calculated from the left-hand differen-
tial concentration scale (which is based on 59-mb/
sr maximum cross section~~), reproduces the total
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FIG. 10. Oblique-incidence dataof Fig. 9 projected into
a vertical depth profile. The double Gaussian (dashed
curves) represents the distribution chosen for the helium
profile. Solid curve is resultant convoluted yield gener-
ated from the double Gaussian using the oblique-incidence
resolution function.

implanted dose of 2&&10" cm within 5k for each
implant. The peak positions of 1.8 and 3.8 p.m
are within 10 and 15% of theory. The Gaussian
half-widths of 0. 9 and 1.45 pm are 49 and 62%
broader than expected from theory. In arriving at
these results no corrections were made for the
angular spread in the beam. The broadened half-
widths may be an artifact caused by beam broaden-
ing under oblique analysis. Alternatively the effect
could be caused by some diffusion of the helium be-
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The results of the previous section indicate that,
unless the distribution of helium is greater than
about 3 or 4 p, m, it is necessary to use resolution-
enhancement techniques for obtaining detailed in-
formation about the helium distributions. These
consist of oblique-incidence probing and mathemat-
ical deconvolution.

Although the use of oblique incidence can, in
principle, produce arbitrary narrowing of the re-
sonance function, it is limited by energy straggling
and beam broadening due to small-angle multiple
scattering. Calculation of the expected cone sub-
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FIG. 11. Normal-incidence data of Fig. 9. The solid
curve is resultant convoluted yield generated by the dou-
ble Gaussians (dashed curves) from Fig. 10 using the
normal-incidence resolution function.

fore stabilizing in permanent traps.
In order to check the consistency of our results,

the two Gaussians, as obtained from oblique anal-
ysis, were used with the unprojected resolution
function of Fig. 7 to predict the shape of the nor-
mal-incidence-data curve. Rather good agreement
wa.s obtained (Fig. 11) with the normal-incidence-
data points; however, the general degradation of
resolution for normal incidence results in a some-
what poorer fit than was found in Fig. 10. The
general shape agreement, however, is quite good
and no further improvement to the normal-inci-
dence-data fit couldbe made by adjusting the widths
or locations of the Gaussians. It is, therefore,
concluded that the oblique and normal incidence
data are consistent and the Gaussian distributions
obtained from the oblique analysis are the best
representation available from this work for the
true distribution of implanted helium at energies
of 1 and 2 MeV in niobium. The agreementbetween
oblique- and normal-incidence analysis suggests
that beam broadening in the 15' probe was not a
serious problem.

V. DISCUSSION

tended by the analyzing beam indicates that one
can expect-10' beam broadening in micron depths.
Such broadening will degrade the resolution by
about 3000 A (see Fig. 6). In addition, energy
straggling can become significant for large energy
losses. Calculation of the energy straggling of a
deuterium beam starting at 2 MeV and decelerating
to 430 keV results in a predicted range straggling
of 5000 A at resonance. Combining these effects
in quadrature gives a resolution limit of 6100 .4.
It is very likely that these effects are responsible
for the approximately 50/p-broadened half -widths
of the double Gaussians in Fig. 10. In spite of
these problems, it is observed that the relative po-
sition of two adjacent peaks, with peak-to-valley
ratios of 0. 5, canbe located to better than 3000 A
with respect to each other when using oblique in-
cidence and deconvolution.

The above results indicate that multiple scatter-
ing could seriously limit resolution enhancements
obtained from oblique incidence. It is helpful,
therefore, to qualify the concept of "resolution en-
hancement. " Actually, two factors are involved;
one is shape improvement and the other is im-
proved limits on peak-to-valley separation of ad-
jacent peaks. For narrow distributions, the
oblique incidence will always result in improvements
of the observed shape of the distribution. Multiple
scattering will introduce limitations of the observ-
able peak-to-valley separations or, in the case of a
a smooth distribution, the half-width and apparent
elongation of the far side of the distribution.

Experiments should be performed in which the
concentration of He is measured as a function of
surface removal to independently determine the
accuracy of the nuclear-reaction method for ob-
serving these distributions. Information concern-
ing the effects of multiple scattering could be ex-
tracted from such studies and compared with re-
sults from thin-foil scattering experiments.

Multiple-scattering theory as it now exists is
not really suited to calculations where large energy
losses are associated with the beam broadening. '~3

Therefore, theoretical calculations can only be
used as a guide to the amount of broadening that
takes place. Further experimental work on this
problem is required.

If one is interested in only measuring the total
concentration of helium in very narrow distributions
then considerable simplification of the problem is
achieved. In this case, Eq. (2) becomes a function
of x' only and integration can be eliminated, result-
ing in a simple evaluation of N and the number of
helium atoms.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the SHe(d, p)'He
reaction can be used for profiling helium in solids.
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Resolution-enhancement techniques result in spa-
cial resolution of about 6000 A when probing with
a deuteron beam. The resolution will be about a
factor of 5 better in the case of probing deuterons
with ~He, since the stopping power for helium is
that much higher. Corrections for beam broaden-
ing and energy straggling should help to give con-
siderable improvement to the resolution.

It is worth mentioning that spatial resolution of
300 A for helium distributions and 200 A for hydro-
gen distributions would seem to be possible if one
works with high-energy heavy-particle beams.
For example, the reaction 'H(~QF, ay)'~O has re-
cently been used for profiling hydrogen in silicate
materials. 4 Anomalous 100/0-broadened half-widths
were observed in their case but were attributed to
diffusion effects. Use of a fluorine probing beam
requires tandem accelerator energies in the range

of 16 to 18 MeV, since the center-of-mass energy
will be much higher. As pointed out in Ref. 4,
lower energies could be used with the ~H(t'N, ay)
~~C reaction. Likewise, 4-MeV boron beams may
yield lower-limit resolution of about 300 A for
helium profiling with the 4He( B,n)~ON reaction.
Perturbations from the high-energy heavy-ion
beam on the distributions would, in any case, have
to be carefully monitored.
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